AUGUST 2014
August PICNIC Meeting
at Myers Park!
Dish to Pass!

Message from IDTC President
August is such a mixed month - anticipating fall but finally getting tomatoes from the garden! I look forward to hearing more of everyone's summer brags at the meeting! Members have certainly expanded their interests into some new and interesting venues and activities - let's give some
thought on how we might incorporate more of these into the the Club's
training offerings. Of course, that means members have to also give some
thought on how they might volunteer.....
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Suzanne Etherington

IDTC's day to steward at Wine Country will be Sunday,
September 28
I've volunteered to chair the obedience trial, hoping you will
join me in supporting the event by stewarding.

AUGUST MEETING
Date: 8/26/2014
Location: Myers Park
Board: 6:00pm
General: to follow

We need stewards for both obedience and rally. Please drop
me a line if you wish to assist, and note your preference if you
have one for what you would like to do.
Our Club has always made a great showing of expertise and
efficiency at these events, and I know with your help that reputation will continue.
Best regards to all,
Rue Chagoll

DEADLINE FOR THE SEPTEMBER NEWSLETTER IS 9/2/2014
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ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP

Active members get lower rates for classes and other events than inactive members. More importantly, they are what makes the Club work.

Newsletter Editor

When you join IDTC, you are considered an active member for the first
year. After that, active membership is maintained by putting in a mini-

Chris O’Brien
cms41@cornell.edu
144 Yaple Road, Ithaca, NY 14850
607-319-0529

mum of 10 hours per year doing things for the Club, such as assisting
or instructing a class, helping out at events (e. g. being a steward at

trials, providing refreshments for a graduation, making arrangements to

Note: Articles should be submitted electronically in either a Text
or Microsoft Word format. Pictures may be included but must
have proper credits. If you plan to submit an Article, contact the
Newsletter Editor two weeks prior to deadline.
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bring in a seminar speaker, etc.), or serving on a committee such as

the Training Committee. Active members are also expected to regularly

attend the monthly Club meetings. Your active/inactive status for a year
is determined by your participation during the previous year.

General Meeting Minutes
General Meeting Minutes-7/22/2014
7/22/2014 Ithaca Dog Training Club meeting called to order at 7:15pm at Myers Park Lansing, NY, 25 members attending

IDTC General meeting Minutes
July 22, 2014
Submitted by: Kathy Hildreth, acting Secretary

Membership Steward. Katelyn Davis presented one new
member application from Irene Komor. She was a member
a few years ago, she took the Beginner classes, and has a
Golden Retriever. Vote on a motion to accept her application was unanimous.

Minutes of June general meeting were approved as published

Program for the evening was the CGCCA test.

Training Director, Tammy Snyder, reported on upcoming
fall classes. Instructors are needed for Friday night agility 2
class and a supervisor for agility open practice. Instructors
are needed for Wed nights Beginner 1 and Beginner 2 classes.

No new business discussed.

Old Business:
Treasurer, Katie Barnaby, reported a total in idtc funds of
$50527.19. The Treasurer’s report was approved as report- No old business discussed
ed.
New Business:

There were lots of brags from many members
The meeting was adjourned at 7:30PM
Respectfully submitted, Kathy Hildreth (acting Secretary
for the meeting)

We have been invited to participate in the Newfield Old Home Days parade, which is on Saturday,
Sept. 13. We have done this several times before, although not every year. It's a fairly small event,
not nearly so big and noisy as the Ithaca Festival parade, but still a good chance to get your dogs
out in a crowd, and to keep the public aware of IDTC. The time commitment would be about
10:00 A.M. to noon. Interested? Thanks, Marian Szebenyi

Interclub Match will be held on Oct 5 at SOTC.
We need two dogs for novice, open, and utility, and an alternate for
each class. Your dog cannot have a title in a higher class, but can have
legs towards that title. (For example, you can compete in novice even
if your dog has 2 open legs.) UD and UDX dogs
can compete in utility. OTCH dogs cannot.
Please let me know if you are interested in competing.
Sue Yanoff
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email: sryanoff@gmail.com

Ten Lessons on Leadership

When I leave Ivy at the start line of
a trial, I confidently walk out to a
By Polley Ann McClure
position several jumps away. I can
Reprinted with Permission. Published on Thursday, January 1, 2004.
do this, which will give us an adEducause Review, vol. 39, no 2 (March/April 2004): 18-26
vantage of several seconds, because I trust her to stay when I ask
My agility teammate is Ivy, a six-year-old Bearded Collie. The
her to and then to fly into action
"Beardie," an ancient Scottish herding breed, is a highly intelligent when—but not before—I'm ready.
and active creature. Ivy and I have been partners since she was
Likewise, she needs to trust that when she comes out of a blind
eight weeks old. She is, first of all, my companion and friend, but
chute or tunnel, I will be there on the side she expects, to give her
she is also a canine athlete in agility.
direction about what to do next. Most important, she needs to be
absolutely certain that I won't ask her to do anything she can't do.
Agility is a rapidly growing sport, introduced into the United States
less than twenty years ago. In agility, a team consisting of one per- With people, I believe that trust similarly builds as a result of reson (the handler) and one dog runs an obstacle course together.
peatedly demonstrated integrity. Others can come to trust me as a
The dog executes the obstacles, and the handler runs along near
leader when, every time they observe my work, they believe that I
the dog, providing directions on the sequence of obstacles. To win have acted with honesty, fairness, and good judgment. Trust takes
a competition, a team must (1) execute each obstacle perfectly, (2) time to develop, time in which people working together are able to
execute the obstacles in the correct sequence, and (3) be the fast- prove that they understand each other and that they can be deest team with a perfect score. In competition, the course is laid out pended on.
by the judge, but neither dog nor handler will have seen the particLesson #2: Put your relationship first.
ular course before. The handler is allowed to walk the course in
advance, but the team gets only one chance to perform the obsta- No matter what happens in an agility training session or in a trial or
even in the agility world championship, nothing is more important
cle course perfectly.
than the relationship between the partners. If that relationship is
In a trial, at the advanced level, a team has about forty to sixty
put at risk in order to win or to accomplish some immediate purseconds to complete approximately twenty obstacles arranged
pose, the handler will pay dearly over the long haul because it is
over a 10,000-square-foot field. The handler's role on the team is
the relationship that allows the team to excel.
(1) to learn the basic skills of the game and to teach these skills to
I play with Ivy at the start and at the end of practice sessions, and
the dog; (2) to develop with the dog a system of communication
whereby the handler can make clear to the dog which obstacle is to we celebrate at the finish line in trials. Playing is like putting money
be executed next; and (3) to give clear and correct directions in the into a relationship bank account. You can use the deposit to accomcourse of a competitive event. The hardest part of this role is devel- plish powerful things. But if you keep withdrawing and never deposit, you'll end up bankrupt!
oping the system of communication between the handler and the
dog.
Leaders in organizations also need to remember that as important
The dog's role on the team is (1) to learn how to execute each obstacle and to take responsibility for doing so correctly every time;
(2) to learn to read the communications from the handler in order
to understand which obstacle to execute next; and (3) during a
competitive event, to go as fast as possible. The hardest part for
the dog is keeping track of the handler and, while executing the
obstacles, correctly understanding which one should be executed
next.
Below I will discuss ten specific lessons I've learned with Ivy—
lessons that apply to success not only in agility but also in organizational leadership.

as other elements are, the foundation for success is the relationships among staff and colleagues. As in agility, organizational leaders must continually make deposits to these "bank accounts."
Lesson #3: Make it fun!
There is a saying in agility training: "Work is play, and play is work."
We try to make the work of training indistinguishable from play.
This is important because we want the dog to come to training
sessions and competitions with enthusiasm and gusto. It is only
with enthusiasm that a dog can achieve speed and an excellent
performance.
With people, this is a lesson that, unfortunately, I often forget. I get
so focused on goals that I lose sight of how deadly serious I've allowed myself—and those I'm working with—to become. People
work better when they look forward to coming to work because
fun, interesting, and good things happen there.

Ten Lessons Learned
Lesson #1: Trust is the foundation for everything.
Lesson #2: Put your relationship first.
Lesson #3: Make it fun!
Lesson #4: You need three-way vision.
Lesson #5: Never take your eyes off your partner.
Lesson #6: Do your job, and let others do theirs.
Lesson #7: Communicate!
Lesson #8: Positive rewards produce the best learning results.
Lesson #9: The mistakes are your fault.
Lesson #10: The prizes are theirs.

Lesson #4: You need three-way vision.

Lesson #1: Trust is the foundation for everything.
In order for the handler and the dog to have the confidence to
compete successfully, each must have a high level of trust in the
other. That trust is built by working together successfully over time.

During an agility run, the handler needs three viewpoints. First, the
handler must watch the dog on the course. Second, the handler
must see the course from the dog's perspective in order to realize
where the traps are, to understand what the dog might be thinking,
and to realize how the handler's location affects the dog's thinking.
Third, the handler must also see the entire run "from the balcony"—where the perspective of distance helps reveal the big picture.
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beside her. This is important because sometimes I can't possibly be
there. I also work with Ivy to teach her to run out ahead of me and
take the jumps in front of her. She can run much faster than I can,
and our team's performance will be seriously compromised if I allow
the team's speed to be held back by my slow running. On the other
from the perspective of staff. In addition, it is very important that
hand, a dog that runs ahead independently sometimes executes the
leaders exit both their own and their staff's perspectives and sit for a wrong obstacle next. So, building the dog's independence also newhile "in the balcony"—to be sure to view the big picture.
cessitates that the handler develop even better communication skills
that can work at a greater distance.
Another aspect of perspective—in both agility and organizational
Leadership is an improvisational art. Actions on any given day depend very much on the specific way that issues and situations present themselves. Leaders make real-time decisions based on their
own perspective, but they must also "see" the issues and situations

leadership—is that the signals being used aren't always the ones
that are being followed. When we start working with an agility dog,
we think our verbal instructions to the dogs are conveying our intentions to them. We also think that the way we wave our arms around,
pointing to things, communicates our intentions to our dogs. Later
we learn that our dogs are actually taking their instructions from
other cues.
I discovered this aspect of perspective during an agility workshop,
when the instructor asked the teams to run the course silently. Ivy
performed perfectly. Then we were told to keep our hands behind
our back and be silent. Ivy was still perfect. I eventually learned that
she was reading the angle of my feet and the direction in which my
shoulders were pointing. What was astounding was that I had no
idea! I had not taught her about feet and shoulders, but she sure
had learned it. I thought I had taught her to follow what I was saying
and where I was pointing, but she wasn't using that information.
Now that I know this, I can more consciously use these other channels.

The implications of this lesson for leading an organization are clear.
Members of the organization need to be encouraged to work on
their own, exercising their basic professional skills, without a leader's micromanagement, because the pace of the whole organization
will be retarded by the leader's limited ability to know as much as
each of the experts within the organization.
There is no way that a leader can perform optimally if every decision
has to be made in the leader's office. A leader's job is to make sure
that the organization and its people have the resources they need
and then to help them understand the environment well enough
that they can work independently. The leader also needs to develop
mechanisms for "checking in" to ensure that everyone is still on the
same course.
Lesson #7: Communicate!

A big challenge for a handler in agility is how to communicate clearly
to the dog what needs to happen next. We thus develop a language
that our dogs understand. An example is when Ivy and I perform a
"serpentine," which consists of three jumps that Ivy needs to take in
In communicating with other people, we may be able to make better
series. The direction in which these jumps are to be taken varies.
assumptions about the communications channels. Or perhaps not.
Sometimes Ivy is supposed to come toward me on one of the jumps
For example, I have relied extensively on my plans, articles, and
and away from me on another, but at other times the directions are
speeches—my "natural" leadership tools—as the way I communireversed. By consistently using one element of body language for
cate directions with my colleagues. Yet I sometimes wonder wheththe "go out" and another for the "come to me," I am able to comer they get any more information from these formal representations
municate to Ivy which direction she should take with each jump. This
than my dog does from my yelling "A-Frame!" If not, what are my
works because she and I are both very clear about what these sigcolleagues seeing and/or hearing when I communicate with them? Is
nals mean.
it possible that the way I interact in individual encounters conveys
more about the direction we should be going than do my formal
People, of course, generally have the advantage of speaking the
documents? If so, what does this say about how I should be spendsame language with one another. But it can be misleading to think
ing my time?
that just because of this fact, every time we say something, we have
actually communicated with our colleagues. The really important
Lesson #5: Never take your eyes off your partner.
messages need to be stated consistently, in as many different ways
This lesson is drummed into the head of every beginning agility stu- as possible. I hate overly simple slogans, but they do help to send a
dent. If you turn your back on your dog for even a second, you will
consistent message.
break the connection between yourself and your dog. Most likely,
Lesson #8: Positive rewards produce the best learning results.
you'll lose track of where your dog is, and your dog will lose track of
you. Only when handler and dog are closely tuned in to each other
In good agility training, no corrections of any kind are allowed. The
can the team successfully complete the course.
only negative feedback that is permitted is the lack of a reward. This
rule is important if a handler wants a dog to be enthusiastic and to
This lesson is just as important in organizations. The same kind of
love the sport. Handlers cannot criticize their teammates into a brildisconnect will develop if a leader's attention strays. How many
liant run.
times have we delegated a project to someone and turned our
attention to something else only to find out later that the original
People respond in exactly the same way. People love to do what
project was floundering? I'm not advocating meddling or microthey are recognized for, and they won't come to work with enthusimanaging, but I am suggesting that using frequent, friendly checkasm if they expect to be criticized or punished.
ins with the team, keeping the communication channel open in both
A corollary rule in using only positive rewards to signal correct perdirections, is very important.
formance in agility is that whereas the handler gets to decide what
Lesson #6: Do your job, and let others do theirs.
action to reward, the dog gets to decide what the rewards are. Ivy
loves grilled hot dogs, cheese, and garlic-flavored chicken breast.
In agility training, I work with Ivy to make sure that she understands
Sometimes it is a pain to prepare and cook the specific treats she
how to correctly perform the obstacles even if I am not right there
loves, but I've learned that if I want her best performance, I have to
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make that investment in her. I can't expect an outstanding performance if I insist that she should be willing to work for kibble or milkbones.
For people in organizations, the rewards can be as obvious as the
"attagirl, attaboy" that we all use or perhaps more tangible rewards
such as extra pay. People differ in what they really care about. If a
leader can find out what these things are, they can be used to reinforce outstanding performance. Some people crave recognition;
others appreciate one-on-one time with the leadership; some relish
the opportunity to be in control of an aspect of their work; others
care more about having fun toys to play with. Whatever it is, leaders
should try to give a reward right at the time of an achievement, not
three months later. The connection between the reward and the
performance that earned it needs to be as direct, clear, and explicit
as possible.
Another aspect of using only positive feedback is that dogs are happier and learn better when they get what they want. For example,
when Ivy and I practice heeling, I do not use a choke collar—or even
a leash. Ivy chooses to work with me and to heel because there is
something good in it for her. Notice the reciprocity here: she trains
me to give her treats by doing what I want (heeling), and I train her
to heel for me by doing what she wants (giving her treats). This is
what we call a "win-win" result! This approach produces a teammate who is enthusiastic about learning and who behaves eagerly to
solve problems and find out what the trainer wants done rather
than sitting back and waiting to be told or, worse yet, resisting.
Although coaxing good performance from people and organizations
is definitely more complex, the approach of using only positive rewards carries immensely greater power than the alternative of repeatedly correcting mistakes.
Lesson #9: The mistakes are your fault.
In agility, if a dog makes a mistake, it is generally the handler's fault.
For example, in one obstacle, a dog is supposed to weave in and out
between a series of vertical poles. During trials, I worry about Ivy's
performance executing this obstacle. As a result, when we practice
at home, Ivy tears through the weaves, but she often weaves at a
glacial pace during trials. I can't blame her for the poor trial performance: I cause it myself. She senses my anxiety about our performance and simply tries extra hard, going extra slow, in order to not
make mistakes.
As in agility, in organizational leadership the best assumption to
make is that the leader is at fault. Even if this isn't true 100 percent
of the time, it is by far the best assumption to make. At a practical
level, if leaders take full responsibility, they then have many options
for improving performance. They can go back and retrain, or they
can proof the behavior in new environments, or they can analyze
their own signals to see what was unclear. On the other hand, if a
leader blames others, there isn't much that can be done to improve
the performance, and the organization is "stuck."
In both agility and organizational leadership, mistakes are enormously important. If a leader is trying to teach someone something,
and the person (or dog) makes a mistake, this is golden information.
This helps the leader realize that the person doesn't really understand the job, and it can even help the leader figure out what aspect
is not understood. So, leaders need to continue to push even when
mistakes happen. If the "right" responses happen about 80 percent
of the time, the other 20 percent can be used as a perfect opportunity for teaching.

Lesson #10: The prizes are theirs.
In agility, the handler's job is a "back room" operation. Even though I
don't think Ivy cares one bit about them, all the prizes and titles are
issued to her, not me.
In the organizational leadership arena, I think it is very important
that the leader likewise step to the rear and let the organization
shine. There is nothing more de-motivating for staff than to have the
CIO or manager hogging the limelight.
Conclusion
These, then, are some of the lessons I've learned from working with
Ivy. Agility and organizational leadership have these lessons in common because, at the core, both activities involve the same three
underlying processes: learning; communicating; and relationshipbuilding.
Learning. In agility and in organizational leadership, the fundamental process is learning. To effectively manage change, leaders have
to understand how individuals and groups of individuals learn new
things. As I have become enthusiastic about using purely positive
training methods in agility, I have become keenly interested in how
to better use purely positive methods in organizations and also in
how to give more control to individuals in order to make learning
more fun and work more like play. For me, this was a key insight,
since I was trained as an experimental scientist. The most highly
valued skill in that profession is critical thinking. The one who can
most effectively find the flaw—in the design, analysis, reasoning, or
data—is the winner. It took me, as a leader, a long time to realize
that being the sharpest at figuring out what was wrong was not the
only (or even the main) way to get a problem fixed.
Communicating. On the surface, communication seems like such a
simple thing: "Just say it!" Yet the process of learning how to communicate effectively—really effectively—with an agility dog or within an organization can consume a lifetime. Communication involves
two ends, which is what makes the process so difficult. It's hard
enough to get your end of it right, but that turns out to be of absolutely no communication value if the message doesn't get through to
the receiver on the other end or if the meaning the receiver attributes to the message is not the meaning intended by the sender. And
of course, the sender has no direct control over the making of meaning by the receiver at the other end. All the sender can do is observe
and, based on the results, adjust what is sent the next time. This is
why establishing effective communication takes time to develop.
Relationship-building. It was much easier for me to realize that agility is all about my relationship with Ivy than it has been for me to
realize that my organizational leadership roles are all about my relationships with colleagues. It took me a long time to finally get it
through my thick skull that leadership is as much about relationships
as it is about ideas. Of course, a leader has to have good ideas and
understand the overall organizational situation, but in the end, the
investments that a leader makes in establishing trust with other
people and commitment to common goals are what enable effective
leadership.
Learning, communicating, and relationship-building are the keys to
success in agility. And they are just as essential in successfully leading people within organizations. I believe that the greatest legacies
of leaders are these people and these organizations—the people
and the organizations that we leave behind.
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1st IDTC AKC CGCA Test
For the 1st time we have done this test we did well—getting through the 15 dogs in just over
an hour. 15 dogs were tested and 11 passed. Thanks to Deb Bain, Tammy Snyder, Marian
Szebenyi, as testers—and Karen Netherton who helped time and with paperwork. Thanks
to Anne Williams for assisting me with the class this summer. Marg Pough

Please congratulate the new CGCA teams!
Genie Hurme and Bebe
Linda Garrett and Corey
Joe Cowan and Caydin
Jami Landry and Freybug
Manny McGoven-Landry and Blitzen
Marg Pough with Devlin and DJ
Anne Williams with Falcon
Joan Shaw and Victor
Chris O'Brien and Fleck
Mallorie Morse and Parker

2014 IDTC CGCA Test held at the July picnic at
Myers Park, Lansing, NY
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IDTC BRAGS
Nancy Givin—English Springer,
“Beatrice”, and Great Pyrenees,
“Tinsel”, both received their
Distinguished Therapy Dog titles on
7/1/14 from the AKC. Each dog has
well over 400 hours of service to our
community and Tinsel also is in her
fifth year as the lead dog in the Canine Companions Training program at
the MacCormick Secure Center although her many hours there were not counted
towards her new AKC title. Nancy also reports: “Merlot”, my All American boy,
achieved his first Rally Novice B leg with a score of 98 and a first place at the
Iroquois German Shepherd Trial in Seneca Falls in May.” Merlot finished his
Novice Rally title this past weekend. Final tally - 98, 97, 98, one first, one third.
Kathy Hildreth—Sheltie “Magic” achieved Q's and 1st place in UKI Championship
Jumpers and Agility, and Master's Heat Tournament rounds on 6/26 at the LOTP
Trial in Marietta NY. His results in the Tournament rounds qualified him for the UKI
Open Championship in North Carolina in November. On 6/28 and 6/29, he Q'd and
1st in 6 of 7 Master PIII level runs at the Happy Tails USDAA trial in Macedon, NY.
His snooker runs were the best and most fun! At the SOTC AKC trial 7/12 and 13
he completed QQ's number 26 and 27. He placed 3rd in three runs, and 2nd in the
last. He had a 50 point weekend.
Mallorie Morse—Poodle “Parker” had an amazing weekend at the Pawsitively
Awesome CPE trial. Parker had a perfect weekend qualifying in all 8 classes along
with taking first place in every class.
Susan Morse—Belgian Malinois, “Cane” went to the Oneida Independence Day Pull. Starting off with empty
cart at 225 pounds and increments of 50 pounds, Cane got up to 975 pounds (weighed in at 54 pounds)
which is 18x his body weight and first leg on his PDA or Advance. In pulling, one can jump around based
on what they can pull for the titles. Since he did so well, we are holding off for the
Novice title finishing up because he only has to pull 12x his body weight and he
has two legs. So he has passed that but can only use the pull for either Novice or
Advance title. He is getting much better in the way he pulls and we hope he
continues to pull this much, but if not if he can do 12x his weight only will apply that
pull to his Novice title.
Linda Pacioretty—DBB “Maqui” finished her PCDX and earned a bumper leg at the
SNKC trial. Photo credit: Diane Krause.
Karen Netherton—Labrador Retriever, “Finn”, earned his 1st Rally Advanced leg at the
SKNC trials with a score of 89 and a bumper Novice A leg with a 1st place and a score of 181.
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IDTC BRAGS
Diane Krause—GSP “Sonny” finishes his CD in three
straight shows this weekend (Binghamton trials)
which also earns his VCD1! And on 6/22/14, GSP
“Kendyl” earned the GSPCA Novice Retrieving
Dog Title (NRD).
Debbie Bell—Rhodesian Ridgeback, “Tavari”, earned
his CDX with a 4th placement at the Binghamton
trial. He’s now known as: UAG1 UCD CCM URO3 U-GRCH Pegasus No Quarter At
Denali SC BN AKC/ASCA RA & CD CDX MX MXS MXJ MJB OF CATCH ChST ChJU
ChCL JSG JSB JSC JSN TT CGC HIC. (editor’s note: I’m not even sure what all of those letters
mean!). Young RR “Kemen” earned two Rally Novice legs, also with a 4th placement.
Katelyn Davis—Flat Coated Retriever, Autumn, received 5 first/second place Q's at the
July Freeville CPE trial. She was much more excited and focused than our last trial
which made for a fun weekend.
Janet Hansen—Golden Retriever “Rondo” and Janet had a rather entertaining NQ at
SOTC in June, but did finish his Beginner Novice title at Genesee Valley KC. Third
leg score of 195 was good enough for first place. She reports: “I was hoping a ten year interval for me
between ring experiences would calm those ring nerves, but not so.”
Pat Welch—Irish Setter, Clare, now has titles at both ends o her name. CH
Shadagee Rehaired Gallagher BN earned her BN at the SKNC show in three
straight tries.
Anne Williams—Terv, “A Tatu” earned his 1st PreNovice leg with a 2nd in his class
at SNKC on Friday. The week before he earned his 5th Weight Pulling title.
Marg & Amanda Pough—Border Terrier, Ch Faireview Double Back To
Bandersnatch CA “Tribble” earned her Junior Earthdog title at the FLKC
earthdog test on 7/20/14.
Chris O’Brien—Aussie “Fleck” earned her CGCA title at the 1st IDTC CGCA test
at Myers Park in July. Excalibur Modustsky’s
Meant To Be RN, CGCA; ASCA RN; CPE
CL1. And Aussie “Jazz” earned his 2nd and
3rd CD legs at the Lackawanna trial—in
Bloomsburg, PA last weekend. Finally! Howlyn Saturday Night CD, RE, BN,
PCD, CGC; ASCA CD, RA, GS-N, RS-O, JS-O; CPE CL1 and various CL2 &
CL3.
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Fall 2014 Classes
As the Class schedule is subject to change—keep an eye on the IDTC website for the most current Class schedule:
http://www.ithacadogtrainingclub.org/classes.html
Please note that IDTC is unable to accept aggressive or reactive dogs in our classes. If you are concerned that your
dog is aggressive or reactive to people or other dogs, please ask your vet for a referral to a certified animal behaviorist.

Advanced Obedience Classes
 Register with Karen Netherton, 7 Cricket Lane, Freeville, NY 13068
 Registration Period: August 8—August 18 by MAIL ONLY. Include your fee.
 These classes are for Club members. Fee is $20 for Active Members.
Tuesdays— 9/2, 9/9, 9/16, 9/30, 10/7, 10/14, 10/21 (Graduation)
6:00 P.M. Novice Obedience

Jenn Grimm and ASSISTANT NEEDED Limited to 8 students

Preparation for competing in AKC Novice class. NOTE: this class will only be a 4 week mini-session on the following dates:
9/2, 9/9, 9/16, and 9/30. the other 4 weeks will be for Open Training. Your class fee will also pay for Open Training due to the
irregularity of the class offering.
6:00 P.M. Open/Utility

Bruce Coleman

Limited to 8 students

This class is for both those experienced handlers looking for proofing in Open or Utility, as well as some basics for performing
the individual exercises in each class.
7:15 P.M. CGC

Marg Pough and Pauline Helfenstein

The Canine Good Citizen class is for students who have trained through the Beginner 2 Level. It prepares students and dogs for
the AKC CGC test which is given as the graduation exercise.
7:30 P.M. Advanced Rally/Beginner Novice

Kerry Boisvert and Anne Williams

Limited to 10 students

Working on more advanced rally exercises with an introduction to the Beginner Novice exercises. NOTE: START TIME!

Beginner Classes
 Register with Marian Szebenyi, 176 Jackson Hollow, Newfield, NY 14867
 Applications can be mailed at any time. Include the fee ($85 for non Club members) and vaccination information.
Wednesdays— 9/3, 9/10, 9/17, 9/24, 10/1, 10/8, 10/15 (Graduation)
6:00 P.M. Beginner I

Tammy Snyder and Tiva Hoshizaki

For dogs 6-months and up with no previous formal training. Covers problem solving, attention, and basic obedience (sit, down,
come, stay, walk on a leash).
6:00 P.M. OPEN Training

Members Only—register with Karen Netherton (info noted above)

7:15 P.M. Puppy Beginners

Marian Szebenyi and Lynne Wilks

This is the first class for puppies 3-6 months old. It covers manners, introduction to basic obedience, also some socialization and
fun activities. Successful completion of this course will enable your puppy to get the AKC S.T.A.R. Puppy certificate.
7:15 P.M. Beginner II

Amanda Pough and ASSISTANT NEEDED

For dogs 6 months and up with previous training in IDTC Beginner I or has taken classes elsewhere. Builds on the basics and
prepares students for entrance to more advanced training.
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Fall 2014 Classes

Agility Classes
 Register with Pepi Leids, 7021 Boot Jack Road, Bath, NY 14810
 Registration Period: August 8—August 18 by MAIL ONLY. Include your fee.
 These classes are for Club members. Fee is $20 for Active Members.
Fridays — 9/5, 9/12, 9/19, 10/10, 10/17, 10/24 (Graduation)
6:00 P.M. Agility 2 (intermediate)

INSTRUCTOR and ASSISTANT NEEDED

Limited to 8 dog/handler teams

This course is for dogs that have taken Agility 1 with IDTC or those with previous agility experience. Mastering and advancement of skills learned in Agility 1. Some handling technique taught. Dog must have sufficient obedience training to be under
control. Preference will be given to those dogs just coming out of Agility 1 from the last session.
7:15 P.M. Open Agility Practice

COORDINATOR NEEDED.

All participants of Agility classes must be present for equipment set-up/tear-down. If you are not, you will not be allowed to participate. It is a lot
of work to set up and take down the equipment each week and all class participants must do their parts to make things run smoothly.

Introduction to AKC Tracking
DESCRIPTION:

This class will be a hands-on guide to teaching your dog to track. This will be a 4-week mini session focused on
scent theory and the concepts of starting a dog in tracking. We will have the dogs tracking in straight lines and
starting turns by the end of the 4 weeks. You will have time between class sessions to practice a bit and doing so
will help advance your skills as we move through the curriculum. You should, by the end of the 4 week session,
be able to go to the field and have the tools you need to work your dog in tracking. Buddying up and forming
small groups for weekly or monthly practice is highly encouraged.

INSTRUCTOR:

Tammy Snyder

REGISTRATION: (via email) at: tsrotts1@twcny.rr.com <— NOTE: New email address

Registration begins August 8th and ends August 18th.
A brief questionnaire will be sent to those who sign up for the class to determine tracking experience and
gather some information about your dog.
DATES/TIMES:

Saturday 9/6, 9/13, 10/4, 10/18

Times: 8am-11am RAIN OR SHINE!

This class will be held outside. Please be prepared for you and your dog for any type of weather. We will
track even if it’s raining (thunder and lightening are deal breakers).
1st class will begin at Baker Institute and commence to a location to be determined after a brief slideshow on
theory.
Remaining classes will be at Hannah Robinson’s property: 330 Brink Road, Candor NY 13743
CAPACITY:

6 dog/handler teams. Class is open to any Club member. Preference will be given to those members with little/
no tracking experience, but if space permits, members with tracking experience that are starting a new dog will
be allowed. There is no limit to the number of auditors and auditing is encouraged for those interested but perhaps not quite ready to start a dog in AKC Tracking. Any breed/size of dog can participate. The only requirement is that the dog be at least 16 weeks of age and physically sound.

EQUIPMENT:

Non-restrictive harness (please—no gentle leader harnesses); a 6-foot lead, lots of yummy treats cut into small
bite sized pieces; several articles (old socks, bandanas, old hats, etc.) to use in the field. These should be things
you don’t care if you lose or if they get soiled. Water for you and your dog.
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AUGUST 2014
Sun

3

Mon

4

Tue

5

Wed

6

Thu

7

Fri

Sat

1

2

8—Class Reg- 9
istration begins

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18—Class

19

20

21

22

23

26—IDTC

27

28

29

30

Registration
ends

24/
31

25

Meeting PICNIC

SEPTEMBER 2014
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2—Classes

3—Classes

4

5—Classes

6—Classes

7

8

9—Classes

10—Classes

11

12—Classes

13—Classes

14

15

16—Classes

17—Classes

18

19—Classes

20

21

22

23—Classes

24—Classes

25

26

27

28

29

30—IDTC
Meeting
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY
Chris O’Brien
144 Yaple Road
Ithaca, NY 14850

Venue

URL

Venue

URL

AKC

akc.org

USDAA

usdaa.com

CPE

k9cpe.com

UKC

ukcdogs.com

ASCA

asca.org

Dock Dogs

dockdogs.com

World Cynosport Rally

rallydogs.com

NACSW

nacsw.net

NAAD

Northamericadivingdogs.com

IPWA

ipwa.net

UKI Agility

Ukagilityinternational.com
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